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Bug

When enabling CAPTCHA Questions, the following error is displayed below the comment entry text area, in stead of the CAPTCHA and the submit control buttons.

Fatal error: Call to undefined method Captcha_Questions::getService() in [snip tiki path]/lib/captcha/captchalib.php on line 179

It is not possible to submit a comment, since the submit button is not displayed.

The bug appears for comments in all features accepting comments.

Reproduction

Enable advanced preference filters

tiki-admin.php
Enable comments for wiki pages

tiki-admin.php?page=comments

Enable "Comments below wiki pages"

Set "Allow comments per wiki page" = "Enable (default On)"

Enable captcha questions

tiki-admin.php?page=security

Go to tab "Spam protection"

Enable "Anonymous editors must enter anti-bot code (CAPTCHA)"

Enable "CAPTCHA Questions"

Enter into "CAPTCHA Questions and answers":

q1:a1
q2:a2
q3:a3
q4:a4

Set permissions for Anonymous users

tiki-objectpermissions.php

Allow for Anonymous:

- comments/Can post new comments (tiki_p_post_comments)
- comments/Can read comments (tiki_p_read_comments)
- wiki/Can view wiki comments (tiki_p_wiki_view_comments)

Enable comments for HomePage

Edit the page, and save.

Test

Log out, and see the error message below the comment entry text area.

(End of reproduction)

Solution

Hopefully fixed in 15.x in r57746?
Will backport to 14 if is works 😊

Importance

5

Easy to solve?

8
Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Jonny Bradley 25 Feb 16 17:06 GMT-0000
Hi Johnny2 😊

I think that's a feature i wrote so will try and look at it soon, but just wanted to say thanks for the great bug report - really through, helpful and couldn't be improved on imho! (so i better fix it right? ;)

Johnny Nielsen 26 Feb 16 13:51 GMT-0000
Hi Jonny,

thank you for your thumbs up 😊

Do you have plans of making it useful in a multilingual tiki? It is difficult to answer questions in a language one does not understand 😔

Johnny Nielsen 04 Mar 16 17:02 GMT-0000
Thanks for the fix, Jonny 😊

I'm not sure how to proceed with the bug ticket from here (this is my first bug report).

Should I mark it "Closed"?

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 01 Jun 16 16:57 GMT-0000

Yes please.
This time I did for you. 😊
The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5827-Fatal-error-when-using-CAPTCHA-Questions-for-comments